Changes in chromosomal surface structure by different isolation conditions.
The human cell cycle was synchronized and the chromosomes were isolated by a centrifugation method using two representative solutions for chromosome isolation (a polyamine buffer, PAB and citric acid solution, CAS) and fixatives. The centrifugation method yielded sufficient amounts of human metaphase chromosomes. Observation of the isolated chromosomes by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed two types of surface structure which have been repeatedly reported to date: the human chromosomes in the PAB were relatively smooth but covered irregularly with scaly structures, while the surface of the chromosomes in the CAS exhibited a dense fibrous structure with a uniform diameter of 50-70 nm. Comparison of proteins extracted from chromosomes isolated with the PAB and CAS clearly indicated the removal of linker histones, H1, from chromosomes isolated with the CAS. These findings imply that the two different images of human chromosomes frequently observed by SEM are due to the removal of peripheral chromosomal materials including linker histones and/or the depletion of linker histones which prevent the surface chromatin fibers from scattering.